
Inspired by comfort...

SOFA COLLECTION 2016



Welcome to our 2016 edition.
Sofa Source Ltd are an industry leading international sofa supplier specialising in the 
design and manufacture of quality fabric and leather sofas and chairs.

With head offices in our 100,000 square foot hub in Lancashire, UK - a national 
distribution centre in Ireland and state of the art manufacturing facilities in China, the 
company offers a fantastic service to retailers, creating designs of unrivalled quality and 
commercially superior sofas to the global market. The Sofa Source team has over 20 
years experience designing sofas for retailers across Europe including Finland, Norway, 
Sweden, Spain, Ireland, UK and more.

Building on a reputation for excellent quality, design and flexibility and choice with an 
ever growing range - we are the definite ‘go to’ supplier when it comes to buying sofas 
for your retail business.

Sofa Source offers a huge variety for retailers. Regardless if you’re an independent, or 
a large multiple - ordering stock is as easy as 1, 2,3 with three simple buying options.

1) Container direct from our factory, 2) Bulk Discounts from our warehouse and 3) 
Individual Stock from our warehouse.

With a superb range of both reclining and static suites as well as sofa beds in Leather, 
Eco Leather, Fabric and Feel® an exclusive leather touch fabric, that looks and feels like 
leather - giving retailers unlimited choice in what they choose to stock and sell.

Big business? Container direct is for you…

For 2016, Sofa Source has expanded its 
container direct service to include even 
more new designs at unbelievable price 
points straight from its factory with lead 
times of 45-60 days. Clients can choose 
from an extensive design catalogue - or 
their own designs - which Sofa Source can 
manufacture exclusively for them.

This buying model is sold directly to buying 
groups, multiple retailers, independent 
retailers as well as larger chain retailers.

Wholesale for more choice…

Sofa Source’s wholesale service 
guarantees delivery within 7-10 days 
from its distribution hubs throughout 
Ireland and the UK. With over £1.5 million 
pounds of stock at its UK hub and 
generous volume discounts on sofas - 
customers can pick and choose many 
different models and styles to suit their 
customer needs - and, more importantly, 
improve their profit margins.

For further information  
on orders contact:
David Hargreaves: M: +44 746 917 6366

T: +44 1254 386 479 
E: warehouse@imagefurnishings.com

Nigel Hargreaves: M: +44 779 906 2747

T: +44 1254 385 417

E: info@sofasource.co.uk



Disclaimer: Photographs & designs are the legal property of Sofa Source Ltd. Any attempts to copy in part or full may result in Image Furnishings exercising its legal rights.  
Due to the photography & printing process this brochure may not represent the true colour of furniture. Specifications and dimensions are correct going to press. Subject to change.

The Merrion is our piece of reclining heaven, 
with extra filled head/shoulder support with 
exclusive luxury touch Feel fabric.

MERRION - FEEL FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:202CM  H:100CM  D:90CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:147CM  H:100CM  D:90CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:89CM  H:100CM  D:90CM

COLOURS 

BLACK | CHOCOLATE BROWN | GREY

...inspired by comfort
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The Avana is a stunning collection 
upholstered in our exclusive Feel leather 
touch fabric with recliner action. 
Elegant stitching and deep filled cushions 
give the perfect base for relaxation.

AVANA - FEEL FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:210CM  H:102CM  D:95CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:159CM  H:102CM  D:95CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:103CM  H:102CM  D:95CM 

COLOURS 

BLACK | CHOC BROWN | TAN | WINE | BEIGE

...inspired by comfort



Disclaimer: Photographs & designs are the legal property of Sofa Source Ltd. Any attempts to copy in part or full may result in Image Furnishings exercising its legal rights.  
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DIMENSIONS

2R-C-2R: W:RHF 240CM / LHF 240CM   H:102CM  D:95CM

The Avana is a stunning collection 
upholstered in our exclusive Feel leather 
touch fabric with recliner action. 
Elegant stitching and deep filled cushions 
give the perfect base for relaxation.

AVANA SECTIONAL - FEEL FABRIC

COLOURS 

BLACK | CHOC BROWN | TAN | WINE | BEIGE

...inspired by comfort
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Regal and modern with a touch of 
distinction, the Thompson is a big collection 
for big relaxation. Deep filled cushion back, 
reclining action and contrast piping.

THOMPSON - FEEL FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:216CM  H:93CM  D:93CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:153CM  H:93CM  D:93CM

CHAIR RECLINER: W:102CM  H:93CM  D:93CM

COLOURS 

TAN | WINE 

...inspired by comfort
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Regal and modern with a touch of 
distinction, the Thompson is a big collection 
for big relaxation. Deep filled cushion back, 
reclining action and contrast piping.

THOMPSON - FEEL FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:216CM  H:93CM  D:93CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:153CM  H:93CM  D:93CM

CHAIR RECLINER: W:102CM  H:93CM  D:93CM

COLOURS 

TAN | WINE 

...inspired by comfort
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The Kingston is available as a full collection 
of 3 seat, 2 seat and armchair options. 
Luxury touch Feel fabric draped over 
lavishly filled cushioning make an extremely 
desirable collection.

KINGSTON - FEEL FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:223CM  H:97CM  D:95CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:178CM  H:97CM  D:95CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:116CM  H:97CM  D:95CM

COLOURS 

GREY | TAN

...inspired by comfort
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The Kingston is our hybrid sectional 
upholstered with our luxury touch Feel 
fabric. Taking inspiration from corner 
comfort and cinema style relaxation. 
With room for the whole family or guests 
with integrated storage and beverage holder.

KINGSTON SECTIONAL - FEEL FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

2R-C-2R:  W:RHF 300CM / LHF 267CM  H:97CM  D:95CM

COLOURS 

GREY | TAN

...inspired by comfort
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They say everything is bigger in Texas and 
this suite lives up to the adage.
Deep seats, plump back support and wide 
frame make this solid collection a must have 
for relaxation seekers. 

TEXAS - FEEL FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT STATIC: W:226CM  H:92CM  D:94CM

2 SEAT STATIC: W:175CM  H:92CM  D:94CM

CHAIR: W:114CM  H:92CM  D:94CM

COLOURS 

CHOCOLATE BROWN

...inspired by comfort
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Big, deep and super comfy, the Amy is a 
modern design with comfort at its core. 
Modular style with contrast stitching for that 
extra touch of class.

AMY - FEEL FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT STATIC: W:187CM  H:95CM  D:93CM

2 SEAT STATIC: W:150CM  H:95CM  D:93CM

COLOURS 

BLACK | GREY | CHOCOLATE

...inspired by comfort
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Exclusive marble effect fabric print gives this 
recliner collection a touch of class as well as 
its superb comfort factor. Deep filled back 
support and arm rest cushions for maximum 
relaxation.

PEMBROOK - FABRIC
DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:218CM  H:102CM  D:100CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:162CM  H:102CM  D:100CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:103CM  H:102CM  D:100CM

SECTIONAL:           L CHAISE: W: 155 H: 100 D102 

CONSOLE: W: 32 H: 100 D102    AC: W: 53 H: 100 D102 

WEDGE: W: 155 H: 106 D102       R1R: W: 79 H: 100 D102

COLOURS 

BROWN

SECTIONAL

...inspired by comfort
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Start spreading the news... Fabric glider 
reclining heaven with all the trimmings! 
Extra deep filled back cushion, sumptuous 
armrests and smooth glider reclining action. 
Dual reclining action on the 3 seater and 2 
seater. Reclining action on armchair.

CRAWFORD - FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:218CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:161CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:104CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

COLOURS 

BEIGE | GREY

...inspired by comfort
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The Orlando is a stunning brown fabric  
collection with recliner action. 
Elegant stitching and deep filled cushions 
give the perfect base for relaxation. 

ORLANDO - FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:219CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:157CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:103CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

COLOURS 

BROWN

...inspired by comfort
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The Morgan is a stunning brown fabric with 
contrast piping & smooth recliner action. 
Elegant stitching with chocolate contrast 
piping and deep filled cushions give the 
perfect base for relaxation.

MORGAN - FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:229CM  H:99CM  D:102CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:166CM  H:99CM  D:102CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:107CM  H:99CM  D:102CM

COLOURS 

BEIGE

...inspired by comfort
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Novella translates as ‘just born’ and that’s 
how you will feel when you sit on the luxury 
soft fabric that this range offers. Add to 
that the relaxation of the recliner on all sizes 
- and the triple cushion back - you’ll feel 
Novella in every way!

NOVELLA - FABRIC

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:210CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:158CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:102CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

COLOURS 

BROWN FABRIC | GREY FABRIC

...inspired by comfort
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Novella translates as ‘just born’, which is how 
you will feel when you sit on the luxury soft 
fabric that this range offers. Add to that the 
relaxation of the recliner on all sizes - and 
the triple cushion back - you’ll feel Novella in 
every way!

NOVELLA BUBBLE - TWO TONE

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:210CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:158CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:102CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

COLOURS 

                   BEIGE BUBBLE / BROWN ECO LEATHER

                   GREY BUBBLE / BLACK ECO LEATHER

GREYBEIGE

...inspired by comfort
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Our signature Hamilton in two tone grey 
or brown. The new recliner designed with 
comfort and style in mind. Minimal design 
with subtle stitching and contour edging 
make it a design centrepiece for any room. 

HAMILTON - TWO TONE

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:216CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:158CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:100CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

COLOURS 

                   GREY 

                   BROWN

...inspired by comfort
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Our signature Hamilton in two tone grey 
or brown. The new recliner designed with 
comfort and style in mind. Minimal design 
with subtle stitching and contour edging 
make it a design centrepiece for any room. 

HAMILTON - TWO TONE

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:216CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:158CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:100CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

COLOURS 

                   GREY 

                   BROWN

...inspired by comfort
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The Jessica is combination fabric collection 
that is soft to touch but built to last. Deep 
cushion side, back, seat and leg rest brings 
comfort to the next level. Dual reclining 
action on the 3 seater and 2 seater. Reclining 
action on armchair.

JESSICA - TWO TONE

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT STATIC: W:216CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

2 SEAT STATIC: W:161CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

CHAIR RECLINER: W:104CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

COLOURS 

                   BEIGE / BROWN FEEL FABRIC

                   GREY FEEL FABRIC

...inspired by comfort
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The Jessica is combination fabric collection 
that is soft to touch but built to last. Deep 
cushion side, back, seat and leg rest brings 
comfort to the next level. Dual reclining 
action on the 3 seater and 2 seater. Reclining 
action on armchair.

JESSICA - TWO TONE

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT STATIC: W:216CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

2 SEAT STATIC: W:161CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

CHAIR RECLINER: W:104CM  H:104CM  D:97CM

COLOURS 

                   BEIGE / BROWN FEEL FABRIC

                   GREY FEEL FABRIC

...inspired by comfort
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Soft, deep and relaxing... the perfect words 
to describe the Ashley fabric motion 
collection. Contemporary design combining 
leather and fabric with comfort and style.
Dual easy reclining action on the 3 seater 
and 2 seater. Easy reclining action on 
armchair.

ASHLEY - TWO TONE

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:214CM  H:103CM  D:99CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:159CM  H:103CM  D:99CM

CHAIR RECLINER: W:103CM  H:103CM  D:99CM

COLOURS 

MINK

...inspired by comfort
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The Ruby is a gem of a collection with 
genuine leather comfort at its core.  
Smooth reclining action on all 3 designs  
with deep cushion back and sides. 

RUBY - GENUINE LEATHER

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:207CM H:101CM D:99CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:152CM H:101CM D:99CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:92CM H:101CM D:99CM

COLOURS 

CREAM | TAN | CHOCOLATE BROWN

...inspired by comfort
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The Hamilton is a  recliner designed with 
comfort and style in mind. Minimal design 
with subtle stitching and contour edging 
make it a design centrepiece  for any room. 

HAMILTON - AIR LEATHER

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:216CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:158CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:100CM  H:102CM  D:91CM

COLOURS 

WINE

...inspired by comfort
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The Hamilton corner is a recliner designed 
with comfort and style in mind. Minimal 
design with subtle stitching and contour 
edging make it a design centrepiece  for any 
room. 

HAMILTON CORNER - AIR LEATHER

DIMENSIONS

RAF CHAIR: W:81CM  H:93CM  D:101CM

ARMLESS CHAIR: W:60CM  H:93CM  D:101CM

CONSOLE: W:33CM  H:93CM  D:95CM

WEDGE: W:160CM  H:104CM  D:101CM

CHAISE: W:117CM  H:93CM  D:101CM

COLOURS 

WINE

...inspired by comfort
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Fantastic value and quality - the Katie range  
is a luxury Eco Leather with its deep back 
and seated cushions. The reclining chair 
offers comfort and luxury as standard. 

KATIE - ECO LEATHER

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT STATIC: W:192CM  H:96CM  D:92CM

2 SEAT STATIC: W:144CM  H:96CM  D:92CM

CHAIR RECLINER: W:90CM  H:96CM  D:92CM

COLOURS 

BLACK | CHOC BROWN | WINE | BEIGE 

...inspired by comfort
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Novella translates as ‘just born’ and that is 
how you will feel when you sit on the luxury 
Eco Leather that this range offers.  
Add to that the relaxation of the recliner on 
all sizes - and the triple cushion back,  
you’ll feel Novella in every way!

NOVELLA - ECO LEATHER

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT RECLINER: W:210CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

2 SEAT RECLINER: W:158CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

RECLINER CHAIR: W:102CM  H:102CM  D:96CM

COLOURS 

BLACK | BROWN

...inspired by comfort
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The Rose is a contemporary and stylish sofa 
with deep filled back cushion. 
Minimal side arms and padded seating make 
this sofa a dream to relax on in any setting.

ROSE - ECO LEATHER

DIMENSIONS

3 SEAT: W:179CM  H:88CM  D:86CM

2 SEAT: W:139CM  H:88CM  D:86CM

CHAIR: W:90CM  H:88CM  D:86CM

COLOURS 

BLACK | CHOCOLATE BROWN | RED

...inspired by comfort
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The Rose is also available as a contemporary 
and stylish modular sofa bed with deep filled 
back cushion. Minimal side arms and padded 
seating make this sofa a dream to relax and 
sleep on.

ROSE SOFA BED - ECO LEATHER

DIMENSIONS

2 SEAT SOFA BED: W:169CM  H:89CM  D:85CM

MATTRESS: W:120CM

COLOURS 

BLACK | CHOCOLATE BROWN | RED

...inspired by comfort
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The Rose is a contemporary and stylish 
modular sofa with deep filled back cushion. 
Minimal side arms and padded seating make 
this sofa a dream to relax on in any setting.

ROSE SECTIONAL - ECO LEATHER

DIMENSIONS

SECTIONAL: W:213CM  H:87CM  D:91CM/152CM

COLOURS 

BLACK | CHOCOLATE BROWN | RED

...inspired by comfort
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Modern and minimalist design with 
reposition-able head and back rests.  
Floating effect base with high chrome legs, 
soft eco leather and matching ottoman.

PARK AVENUE - ECO LEATHER 

DIMENSIONS

LEFT/RIGHT 2 SEAT: W:205CM  H:70CM  D:105CM

LEFT/RIGHT CHAISE: W:239CM  H:70CM  D:105CM

OTTOMAN:  W:160CM  H:43.5CM  D:77CM

COLOURS 

BLACK | CHOCOLATE BROWN | WHITE

...inspired by comfort



WARRANTY GUIDELINES
Sofa Source warrants that its merchandise is free from manufacturing defects 
(workmanship and/or materials) and will either give credit or replace defective 
parts to the retailer for a period of up to one (1) year from the date  
of purchase in accordance with the conditions set forth with.
        
If a manufacturing fault is found, Sofa Source should be notified promptly by you the 
retailer. You will also need to provide us with a copy of the purchase invoice or delivery 
docket, and you will be required to submit digital images of the defects. Inspection is 
necessary by you the retailer of the product to ensure that it is a genuine manufacturing 
fault. If the retailer is unsure it is a manufacturing fault, a Sofa Source representative 
will inspect the product within a realistic time-frame to verify that a manufacturing 
defect exists. 
 
If a replacement is required in accordance with this warranty and the defective material 
or merchandise has been discontinued or unavailable, Sofa Source reserves the right 
to select and supply similar merchandise to the retailer otherwise the same material  
or merchandise will be supplied to the retailer.

WARRANTY COVER PERIOD

WOOD FRAME & FRAME SPRING UNIT:  5 YEARS

RECLINER MECHANISM:  3 YEARS

UPHOLSTERY - FABRIC AND FOAM:  1 YEAR

UPHOLSTERY - LEATHER:  1 YEAR

•  WARRANTY COVERS REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT FOR 
 MANUFACTURERS DEFECTS ONLY. 

•  TRANSPORTATION OR DELIVERY COSTS ARE NOT  
 COVERED BY ANY WARRANTY PROVIDED HEREIN. 

•  WARRANTY APPLIES TO FURNITURE UTILISED UNDER  
 NORMAL HOUSEHOLD USE AND CONDITIONS BY THE  
 ORIGINAL PURCHASER AND MAINTAINED IN  
 ACCORDANCE WITH OUR CARE INSTRUCTIONS. 

• ANY ABUSE OR NEGLECT WILL VOID THIS WARRANTY.

• WARRANTY DOES NOT INCLUDE COMMERCIAL, CONTRACT,  
 RENTAL, TRADE, INSTITUTIONAL OR OTHER NON  
 RESIDENTIAL USE.

• SOFA SOURCE IS NOT OBLIGATED TO REFUND  
 MONEY TO BUYER.

Sofa Source UK Ltd,
Vine Mill, Brookside Ind. Estate,  
Brookside Street, Oswaldtwistle,  

Lancashire, BB5 3PX

www.sofasource.co.uk


